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Associahedra and weak monoidal structures on categories

ZBIGNIEW FIEDOROWICZ

STEVEN GUBKIN

RAINER M VOGT

This paper answers the following question: what algebraic structure on a category
corresponds to an An structure (in the sense of Stasheff) on the geometric realization
of its nerve?

18D10, 55P48; 06A07

In his trailblazing paper [12], Stasheff constructed an infinite hierarchy of higher ho-
motopy associativity conditions for an H–space X . These conditions are parametrized
by a family fKngn�2 of polyhedra, which came to be known as associahedra. The
vertices of Kn are in 1-1 correspondence with all possible ways of associating an
n–fold product x1x2 : : :xn , and an H–space X is said to be an An –space if there
is a map Kn �X n �! X whose restriction to the vertices enumerates all possible
ways of associating the binary multiplication on X into an n–fold multiplication. An
A1–space is known to be equivalent to a strict monoid MX and hence, up to group
completion, to a loop space.

At the same time1 Mac Lane [9] analyzed higher associativity conditions for monoidal
structures on categories. He formulated analogs of Stasheff’s An conditions for cate-
gories. For nD 2; 3; 4 the analogy is perfect. In particular Mac Lane’s A4 condition
is that a pentagonal diagram commute, whereas Stasheff’s K4 is a pentagon. However
for n� 5 the analogy breaks down. Mac Lane’s coherence theorem states that the A4

condition implies all the higher An conditions for n � 5. By contrast for any n � 2

one can construct H–spaces X which satisfy the An condition but not the AnC1 (or
any higher) condition.

In this paper we show how Mac Lane’s notion of a monoidal structure on a category
can be weakened so as to obtain a full hierarchy of An conditions. The paper is similar
in spirit to Balteanu, Fiedorowicz, Schwänzl and Vogt [1] where an En hierarchy of
commutativity conditions on categories was considered, analogous to those on n–fold

1Stasheff informs us that, although his paper [12] and Mac Lane’s [9] both appeared in 1963,
Mac Lane’s work preceded his and influenced his thinking. He further informs us (cf [14]) that the
associahedra were implicitly defined in the even earlier work of Tamari [15; 16].
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loop spaces. Similarly to the case of associativity for categories, Joyal and Street [5,
Proposition 5.4] showed that if these commutativity conditions are required to hold
up to natural isomorphisms, then the E3 condition implies all higher En conditions.
In [1] we demonstrated that we could recover the entire En hierarchy for categories by
weakening these commutativity conditions to hold up to natural transformations instead.
This strategy does not work for associativity, since LaPlaza [7, Theorem 5] showed that
even if the associativity conditions are weakened to hold up to natural transformations,
instead of isomorphisms, this laxened form of Mac Lane’s A4 condition still implies
all higher An conditions. Thus a different strategy for weakening Mac Lane’s An

conditions for categories is required.

In Sections 1 and 2 we develop this strategy: we define the category theoretical
analogues of Stasheff’s associahedra in Section 1 and An –monoidal categories in
Section 2. In Section 3 we relate our work to that of LaPlaza (and implicitly to that
of Tamari) and give a simpler proof of his coherence result. In Section 4 we prove
a rectification result for A1–monoidal categories, similar in spirit to Mac Lane’s
rectification of a monoidal category to a strictly monoidal one, by translating the
rectification of an A1–space to a monoid into category theory.

This paper presupposes some familiarity with the notion of operad and related concepts.
A précis of the relevant definitions may be found in May [10] and some historical
context in Stasheff [13]. Since we will be dealing exclusively with noncommutative
operations, we will be using the non–† forms of operads throughout.

To forestall any possible misunderstanding, it should be pointed out that this paper is not
related in any significant way to the notion of A1–category as developed by Fukaya,
Kontsevich, Soibelman and others (cf [6] for an overview). Here we discuss ordinary
categories with weak monoidal structures, not some notion of a weak higher category.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Jim Stasheff and Stefan Forcey for
some helpful suggestions and references to previous work in this area and the referee
for helpful comments for the presentation of the paper.

1 The associahedra as an operad in CAT

In order to keep track of associativity data for our weakly monoidal categories, we will
need a categorical equivalent of the associahedron Km . To begin with we formalize
the notion of a parenthesized word:

Definition 1.1 A parenthesized word .W;P / is a finite linear order W together with
a (possibly empty) collection of closed intervals P D fpi D Œai ; bi �g subject to the
following requirements.
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� The cardinality of each pi is at least 2 and is strictly smaller than the cardinality
of W .

� For any i; j , either pi � pj , pj � pi or pi \pj D¿:

A parenthesized word .W;P / can be converted into a parenthesized string of characters
by putting as many left parentheses in front of an element a 2W as a is an initial
element of some pi 2 P and as many right parentheses after an element b 2W as
b is a final element in some pi 2 P , and concatenating the resulting characters, for
instance.

fx1 < x2 < x3 < x4 < x5 < x6; fŒx2;x6�; Œx2;x4�; Œx5;x6�gg 7!x1..x2x3x4/.x5x6//:

It is clear that .W;P / can be recovered from the parenthesized string and we will
often find it convenient to represent .W;P / in this way. In most cases we will use
the standard linear orders Wm D fx1 < x2 � � � < xmg. In some induction arguments
however we will need to consider subintervals of the Wm .

Definition 1.2 We define Km to be the poset of parenthesized words on the linear
order Wm , where .Wm;P2/� .Wm;P1/ if and only if P1�P2 . The minimal elements
in this order are called the fully parenthesized words of length m. In the degenerate
cases m D 1 and m D 0, the poset K1 consists of the single parenthesized word
idD .W1;∅/, and K0 consists of the single parenthesized word 0D .∅;∅/. The string
x1x2 : : :xm D .Wm;∅/ is the terminal object in Km . As noted above, sometimes it
will be convenient to use some other linear order W 0 of the same cardinality m. In
that case the unique order isomorphism between W 0 and Wm specifies a canonical
isomorphism between Km and the corresponding poset of parenthesized words on W 0 .

Example 1.3 (The poset K4 )
.x1x2/.x3x4/

vv ((

��

.x1x2/x3x4

!!

x1x2.x3x4/

}}

..x1x2/x3/x4

66

,,

x1.x2.x3x4//

hh

rr
x1x2x3x4

.x1x2x3/x4

11

x1.x2x3x4/

mm

.x1.x2x3//x4
//

??

x1.x2x3/x4

OO

x1..x2x3/x4/oo

__��
[[ CC

��
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The m–th associahedron is defined to be the polytope which has one vertex for every
fully parenthesized word of length m. Two vertices .W;Pi/ and .W;Pj / are on
the same k –dimensional face if they share at least m� k parentheses, ie Pi \ Pj

has cardinality at least m� k . Thus our poset Km is exactly the face poset of the
m–th associahedron, and so the geometric realization of the nerve of Km is simply the
barycentric subdivision of the m–th associahedron. Note that we are using a Fraktur
font to distinguish the poset Km from the associahedron Km which is the geometric
realization of its nerve (as a topological space).

The following lemma will prove to be surprisingly useful:

Lemma 1.4 Let .Wk ;P / < .Wk ;P
0/ in Kk . Then the subposet

Œ.Wk ;P /; .Wk ;P
0/�D f.Wk ;P

00/ 2 Kk j.Wk ;P /� .Wk ;P
00/� .Wk ;P

0/g

is isomorphic to the poset Im where I is the poset 1 < 0 and m is the number of
parentheses in .Wk ;P / which are not in .Wk ;P

0/. In other words, the factorizations
of a fixed morphism in Kk form a commutative cubical diagram.

Proof We can uniquely associate to each element .Wk ;P
00/ in Œ.Wk ;P /; .Wk ;P

0/� a
characteristic function on the set of parentheses in .Wk ;P / which are not in .Wk ;P

0/

by giving the value 1 to each parenthesis which occurs in .Wk ;P
00/ and 0 to any which

do not so occur. But such a characteristic function is evidently the same thing as an
object of Im and it is clear that order relations match.

If we take .Wk ;P
0/D .Wk ;∅/, then geometrically this gives a decomposition of the

associahedra into cubes. The decomposition of K4 into 5 squares looks like this:

.x1x2/.x3x4/

vv ((
.x1x2/x3x4

""

x1x2.x3x4/

||

..x1x2/x3/x4

66

x1.x2.x3x4//

hh

x1x2x3x4

.x1x2x3/x4

11

x1.x2x3x4/

mm

.x1.x2x3//x4
// x1.x2x3/x4

OO

x1..x2x3/x4/oo

��
[[ CC

��
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The decomposition of K5 into 14 cubes can be found on the arXiv with our paper [3]
at http://arxiv.org/src/1005.3979v4/anc/cubical.flv.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between parenthesized words and stable rooted
trees. Briefly these are planar rooted trees where each node has at least two input
edges. Refer to Leinster [8] for a formal definition. The correspondence is given by
labelling the leaves of such a tree with the labels x1;x2; : : : ;xn in left to right order.
[In the degenerate cases nD 1 and nD 0, the identity id 2 K1 corresponds to the tree
with a single edge and no nodes and ∅ 2 K0 corresponds to the empty tree with no
edges and no nodes.] Then for each node of the tree, except for the bottom root node,
one takes the set of labels sitting over that node as one of the intervals pi 2 P in the
collection P , thus giving us a parenthesized word .Wn;P /. For example, here are
all of the parenthesized words on the linear order W4 and their corresponding stable
rooted trees:

Example 1.5 The trees

� �

� ,
�
�
� ,

�
�
� ,

�
�
� ,

�
�
� ,

�
� ,

�
� ,

�

� ,
�

� ,
�

� , �

represent .x1x2/.x3x4/, ..x1x2/x3/x4, .x1.x2x3//x4, x1..x2x3/x4/, x1.x2.x3x4//,
.x1x2x3/x4 , x1.x2x3x4/, .x1x2/x3x4 , x1.x2x3/x4 , x1x2.x3x4/, x1x2x3x4 re-
spectively.

The poset structure on Kn of Definition 1.2 can be described in terms of trees as follows:
T < T 0 if T 0 can be obtained from T by shrinking some of the edges of T . It is of
course more convenient to use parenthesized words when describing Kn as a poset.
However the language of trees is more convenient to describe the operad structure on
the Kn .

The fKigi�0 form an operad in CAT , the category of small categories. Given stable
rooted trees S 2Km and Ti 2Kki

for i D 1; 2; : : : ;m, we obtain a new tree by grafting
the root of Ti to the i –th leaf of S . In terms of parenthesized words we are substituting
the word for Ti in place of the i –th character of the word for S , and reindexing to
insure that all characters in the resulting word are distinct. This only makes sense if
m � 2 and all ki � 2. If S D id 2 K1 , we define the composed tree to be T1 . If
Ti D id 2 K1 , then we leave the i –th leaf of S unchanged. If Ti D 0 2 K0 , then
we delete the i –th leaf of S . If this leaves only one input edge for the node below,
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we delete that node as well. If it leaves no input edges for the node below, we delete
both that node and the edge below. We apply this algorithm recursively: if the next
node below receives only one input edge or no input edges, we delete that node or that
node together with the edge below, and so on. In the special case when

P
ki D 1 orP

ki D 0, the resulting degenerate trees are defined to be id or 0 respectively.

This process is clearly functorial in each of Km;Kk1
;Kk2

; : : : ;Kkm
, and so we obtain

a functor

m;k1;k2;:::;km
W Km �

mY
1

Kki
! KPm

1 ki
:

These functors define a categorical operad KD fKigi�0 .

The associahedral operad KD fKigi�0 has an operadic filtration

K.2/ � K.3/ � K.4/ � � � � ;

where K.n/i is the subposet of Ki consisting of trees where each node has input
valence �n (ie has at most n incoming edges). We define K.1/DK. We note for future
reference that if an element .W;P / of Kk lies in filtration n and .W 0;P 0/ < .W;P /

then .W 0;P 0/ also lies in filtration n. This follows from our description above of the
poset structure in terms of trees.

Proposition 1.6 The poset K.n/i is the face poset of a subcomplex of the (unsubdivided)
associahedron Ki . This subcomplex contains all cells of Ki of dimension � n� 2.
Consequently the nerve of K.n/i is .n�3/–connected. In particular if n� 4 the nerve
of K.n/i is simply connected.

Proof If an element .W;P / of Ki is in K.n/i and .W 0;P 0/ < .W;P / then .W 0;P 0/
is also contained in K.n/i , since the tree representing .W;P / is obtained from the tree
representing .W 0;P 0/ by shrinking internal edges. Therefore K.n/i is the face poset of
a subcomplex of Ki . Now the vertices of Ki are parametrized by the elements of K.2/i ,
which are represented by binary trees. It follows that the cells of Ki of dimension j

are obtained by shrinking j internal edges of a binary tree. It easily follows that the
dimension of the cell parametrized by a given tree is the sum over all nodes of the
incoming valence of that node minus 2. Thus the maximal possible incoming valence
of a node in a tree parametrizing a cell of dimension j is j C2. Hence the subcomplex
of Ki parametrized by K.n/i contains all cells of Ki of dimension � n� 2.

Now the nerve of K.n/i is the barycentric subdivision of this subcomplex of Ki . More-
over Ki is obtained from this subcomplex by adding cells of dimensions � n� 1.
Since Ki is contractible, it follows that the complex and hence the nerve of K.n/i is
.n�3/–connected.
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Remark 1.7 K.n/i is generally larger than the face poset of the .n�2/–skeleton of Ki .
For instance K.3/

5
is the face poset of the subcomplex of the 3–dimensional associahe-

dron K5 consisting of all the edges together with the three square faces.

Remark 1.8 Our categorical operad K is almost the same as Leinster’s StTr [8, pages
233–234]. The only difference is that he has StTr.0/D∅, whereas we have K0 D f0g.
So our approach encodes the notion of a unit for algebras over K. Leinster expected
that the nerve of StTr.k/DKk is homeomorphic to the associahedron, which we prove.
Thus Leinster’s topological operad is precisely the same as Stasheff’s.

The tree description of a CAT –operad containing K appears in Ginzburg and Kapra-
nov [4].

Remark 1.9 Since the nerve of a product in CAT is a product in TOP, it follows that
the nerve of a K.n/ algebra is an An –space in the sense of Stasheff.

2 An–monoidal categories and coherence

Definition 2.1 For n D 2; 3; : : : ;1, an An –monoidal category is a category C to-
gether with multiplications �k W Ck ! C for 0� k < nC 1 such that

(1) �1W C! C is the identity functor.

(2) �0W � ! C is an object 0 2 C that acts as a strict unit in the sense that

�k.Id
i
C �0� Id j

C /D �k�1

for any i; j such that i C j D k � 1.

C is also equipped with natural transformations (associators)

˛i;j ;k
W �iC1Ck ı .Id

i
C ��j � Id k

C / �! �iCjCk ;

for 0� i C j C k < nC 1, satisfying

(i) ˛i;0;k ; ˛i;1;k and ˛0;j ;0 are the identity

and the coherence conditions specified by the following commutative diagrams:

�aCbCdC2. xA; 0; xB; �c. xC /; xD/

˛
aCbC1;c;d

. xA;0; xB/; xC ; xD
��

�aCbCdC1. xA; xB; �c. xC /; xD/

˛
aCb;c;d

. xA; xB/; xC ; xD
��

�aCbCcCdC1. xA; 0; xB; xC ; xD/ �aCbCcCd . xA; xB; xC ; xD/

(ii)

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 12 (2012)
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�aCcCdC2. xA; �b. xB/; xC ; 0; xD/

˛
a;b;cCdC1
xA; xB;. xC ;0; xD/
��

�aCcCdC1. xA; �b. xB/; xC ; xD/

˛
a;b;cCd
xA; xB;. xC ; xD/
��

�aCbCcCdC1. xA; xB; xC ; 0; xD/ �aCbCcCd . xA; xB; xC ; xD/

(iii)

�aCdC1. xA; �bCcC1. xB; 0; xC /; xD/

˛
a;bCcC1;d
xA;. xB;0; xC /; xD
��

�aCdC1. xA; �bCc. xB; xC /; xD/

˛
a;bCc;d
xA;. xB; xC /; xD
��

�aCbCcCdC1. xA; xB; 0; xC ; xD/ �aCbCcCd . xA; xB; xC ; xD/

(iv)

�aCcCeC2. xA; �b. xB/; xC ; �d . xD/; xE/

˛
aCcC1;d;e

. xA;�b.
xB/; xC /; xD; xE

��

˛
a;b;cCeC1
xA; xB;. xC ;�d .

xD/; xE/// �aCbCcCeC1. xA; xB; xC ; �d . xD/; xE/

˛
aCcC1;d;e

. xA; xB; xC /; xD; xE
��

�aCcCdCeC1. xA; �b. xB/; xC ; xD; xE/

˛
a;b;cCdCe
xA; xB;. xC ; xD; xE/ // �aCbCcCdCe. xA; xB; xC ; xD; xE/

(v)

�aCeC1. xA; �bCdC1. xB; �c. xC /; xD/; xE/

�aCeC1.id xA;˛
b;c;d
xB; xC ; xD

;id xE/

# //

˛
a;bCdC1;e
xA;. xB;�c. xC /; xD/; xE��

�aCeC1. xA; �bCcCd . xB; xC ; xD/; xE/

˛
a;bCcCd;e
xA;. xB; xC ; xD/; xE
��

�aCbCdCeC1. xA; xB; �c. xC /; xD; xE/

˛
aCb;c;dCe

. xA; xB/; xC ;. xD; xE/ // �aCbCcCdCe. xA; xB; xC ; xD; xE/

(vi)

Here xA, xB , xC , xD , xE are taken to be objects of Ca , Cb , Cc , Cd , Ce , respectively.

Essentially coherence conditions (i)–(iv) require the associators to be compatible with
the strict unit 0, while (v) and (vi) just say that if we are removing two pairs of matching
parentheses in a multiplication, it doesn’t matter which we remove first.

Remark 2.2 In [8, pages 93–94], Leinster defines the notion of a lax monoidal
category, which is similar in spirit to the above definition, but there are some crucial
differences. A lax monoidal category in his sense, has multiplications

�k.A1;A2; : : : ;Ak/D .A1˝A2˝ � � �˝Ak/

for all k 2N together with natural transformations

 k1;:::;kn W �n ı .�k1
˝ : : :˝�kn

/! �k1C:::Ckn

and a natural transformation

�AW A �! �1.A/D .A/:
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The natural transformations  satisfy a coherence condition which is essentially our
coherence conditions (v) and (vi) combined into a single diagram. There is no unit
condition for �0 (so one might as well require the existence of �k for k > 0 only).
Moreover his natural transformation � is not the identity. Thus a lax monoidal category
in his sense possesses arbitrarily long nondegenerate strings of composable natural
transformations between unary multiplications

A
�A
�! .A/

�.A/
�! ..A//

�..A//
�! � � �

It follows that the operad controlling such a structure has an infinite dimensional nerve.

The main result of this paper is:

Theorem 2.3 A category C is a K.n/–algebra if and only if it is an An –monoidal
category.

Proof Given an action, �i W K
.n/
i � C

i �! C , define �i W Ci �! C to be the restriction
of this action to fx1x2 : : :xig�Ci , where x1x2 : : :xi D .Wi ;∅/ is the terminal object
of Ki . This makes sense for 0� i < nC1, since in those cases x1x2 : : :xi is contained
in the n–th filtration K.n/ . We then define ˛i;j ;k to be the restriction of �iCjCk to˚�

WiCjCk ; fŒxiC1;xiCj �g
�
�! .WiCjCk ;∅/

	
�CiCjCk , for 0� iC j Ck < nC1.

Conditions (1), (2) and (i) follow from the fact that .x1/ 2 K
.n/
1

is the identity of the
operad and composing the constant 02K.n/

0
into any input of fx1x2 : : :xig2K

.n/
i gives

fx1x2 : : :xi�1g 2 K
.n/
i�1

. Conditions (ii)–(iv) also follow from the latter fact. Finally
conditions (v) and (vi) follow from the restriction of �aCbCcCdCe to D�CaCbCcCdCe

and D0 � CaCbCcCdCe , where D and D0 are the following commutative diagrams in
K.n/ with r D aC bC cC d C e

.Wr ; fŒxaC1;xaCb �; ŒxaCbCcC1;xaCbCcCd �g/ //

��

.Wr ; fŒxaC1;xaCb �g/

��
.Wr ; fŒxaCbCcC1;xaCbCcCd �g/ // .Wr ;∅/;

.Wr ; fŒxaC1;xaCbCcCd �; ŒxaCbC1;xaCbCc �g/ //

��

.Wr ; fŒxaCbC1;xaCbCc �g/

��
.Wr ; fŒxaC1;xaCbCcCd �g/ // .Wr ;∅/;

respectively.
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Conversely suppose that C is an An –monoidal category. Then we define

�i W Obj.K.n/i /� Ci
�! C

by induction on i as follows. We define �0 to be �0 and �1 to be �1 D idC . Having
defined �j for j < i , consider an object T in K.n/i represented by a tree

T1 T2
: : : Tk

�

with k < nC1 and where Tj has mj input edges, so that m1Cm2C� � �Cmk D i . Let
. xA1; xA2; : : : ; xAk/ represent an object in Ci , with xAj 2 Obj .Cmj /, j D 1; 2; : : : ; k .
By induction �mj .Tj ; xAj / are already defined for j D 1; 2; : : : ; k . We then define

�i

�
T; xA1; xA2; : : : ; xAk/D �k.�m1

.T1; xA1/; �m2
.T2; xA2/; : : : ; �mk

.Tk ; xAk/
�

[Here we use implicitly the canonical isomorphisms between the associahedral posets
based on subintervals of Wi with the associahedral posets based on the standard linear
orders Wmi

of the same cardinality; cf Definition 1.2.] We define �i for morphisms
in Ci similarly. This completes the induction.

Next we extend the definition of �i to define natural transformations

�i W IMor.K.n/i /�Obj.Ci/ �!Mor.C/

where IMor.K.n/i / are the indecomposable morphisms in K.n/i , ie morphisms which
can’t be factored nontrivially (or equivalently morphisms given by dropping a single
pair of matching parentheses in a parenthesized word). Again we proceed by induction
on i , starting with i D 0 and i D 1 where these are vacuously defined. Now consider
an indecomposable morphism �W T ! T 0 in K.n/i , where T has the form

T1 T2
: : : Tk

�

with k<nC1 and where Tj has mj input edges, so that m1Cm2C� � �CmkD i . Then
� is obtained by shrinking a single interior edge in T . There are two possibilities: (1)
an interior edge of some tree Tj is shrunk or (2) an edge below some Tj is shrunk. Now
let . xA1; xA2; : : : ; xAk/ represent an object in Ci , with xAj 2Obj .Cmj /, j D 1; 2; : : : ; k .
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In the first case we define

�i.�; xA1; xA2; : : : ; xAk/

D �k

�
id�m1

.T1; xA1/
; id�m2

.T2; xA2/
; : : : ; id�mj�1

.Tj�1; xAj�1/
;

�mj .�
0; SAj /; id�mjC1

.TjC1; xAjC1/
; : : : ; id�mk

.Tk ; xAk/

�
where �0 is the indecomposable morphism in K.n/mj

given by shrinking that particular
edge. In the second case we define

�i.�; xA1; xA2; : : : ; xAk/D ˛
m1Cm2C:::mj�1;mj ;mjC1CmjC2C���Cmk

. xA1; xA2;:::; xAj�1/; xAj ;. xAjC1;:::; xAk/
:

This completes the induction.

Finally to extend �i to all morphisms in Ki , we must show that for any factorization of
a morphism in K.n/i into indecomposable morphisms, the corresponding composition of
natural transformations defines the same morphism in C . But according to Lemma 1.4,
the factorizations of any morphism in Ki give rise to a cubical diagram in C . According
to coherence conditions (v) and (vi) of an An –monoidal category, all the 2–dimensional
faces of this cubical diagram commute. It is an elementary consequence that the entire
cubical diagram in C commutes; cf Lemma 2.4 below. It follows that there are well
defined functors:

�i W K
.n/
i � C

i
�! C

for all i � 0. The fact that �i are compatible with the operadic compositions

m;k1;k2;:::;km
W K.n/m �

mY
1

K.n/ki
! K.n/Pm

1 ki

follows from the inductive construction of �i if all the ki > 1. If ki � 1 or mD 1,
the compatibility follows from conditions (1), (2) and (i)–(iv) of the definition of an
An –monoidal category.

Lemma 2.4 A cubical diagram in any category commutes if and only if each of its
2–dimensional faces commutes.

Proof We proceed by induction on the dimension of the cube. The statement is
vacuously true if the dimension is � 2. Suppose it is true for all cubical diagrams
of dimension < m, and suppose we are given an m–dimensional cubical diagram.
Consider two edge paths from the initial object A of the diagram to Z , the terminal
object. Let these edge paths factor as

A
˛
�! B

f
�!Z; A

ˇ
�! C

g
�!Z;
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respectively, where ˛ and ˇ are edges of the diagram and f and g are composites of
the remainders of these edge paths. If ˛ D ˇ , then by induction f D g and we are
done. Otherwise let

A
˛ //

ˇ

��

B



��
C

ı // D

be the 2–dimensional face spanned by ˛ and ˇ . Pick any edge path hW D �!Z , and
consider the diagram

B

   

f

**
A

˛
??

ˇ ��

D
h // Z:

C

ı
>>

g

44

By hypothesis the square commutes and by induction the two triangles commute. Hence
f ˛ D gˇ . This completes the induction and proof.

3 Relation to coherence theorems for monoidal categories

Definition 3.1 We say that an An –monoidal category is undirected if all the associa-
tivity natural transformations ˛i;j ;k are isomorphisms.

Proposition 3.2 An undirected An –monoidal category is a monoidal category if n�4.

Proof If C is an undirected An –monoidal category, then the corresponding action
functors �i W K

.n/
i � C

i �! C extend to �i W
xK.n/i � C

i �! C , where xK.n/i is obtained
from K.n/i by formally inverting all the morphisms. By Proposition 1.6 the nerve
of K.n/i is simply connected. Now recalling that inverting all the morphisms in a
connected category has the effect of killing off the higher homotopy groups of its nerve
(cf [11, Proposition 1]), we see that the nerve of xK.n/i is contractible, and it follows
that the objects of K.2/i are connected to each other by uniquely defined isomorphisms
in xK.n/i . The images of these isomorphisms under �i specify uniquely defined natural
isomorphisms connecting all possible different ways of associating the binary product
�2W C2 �! C into an i –fold product Ci �! C so that all diagrams involving them
commute. Thus C is a monoidal category, in the classical sense of Mac Lane.
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Next we derive LaPlaza’s coherence theorem [7], which generalizes Mac Lane’s
coherence theorem to the case where the associativity natural transformation for a
monoidal structure on a category is not required to be an isomorphism. We begin with
a preliminary version of this result.

Theorem 3.3 Let .C;�; 0; �/ be a directed monoidal category with a strict unit. That
is, �W C � C �! C is a bifunctor and 0 is an object of C which serves as a strict
unit for �, ie the restrictions of � to 0 � C and C � 0 are the identity. Finally
�A;B;C W .A�B/�C �! A�.B�C / is a natural transformation (not necessarily an
isomorphism) such that �A;B;C is the identity whenever one of A, B , C is 0 and such
that the pentagonal diagram

.A�B/�.C�D/

�A;B;C �D

((
..A�B/�C /�D

�A�B;C;D

66

�A;B;C � idD

��

A�.B�.C�D//

.A�.B�C //�D
�A;B�C;D // A�..B�C /�D/

idA ��B;C;D

FF

commutes. Then C can be endowed with the structure of an A1–monoidal category.

Proof We define �0.�/D 0, �1 to be the identity, �2 D� and then we inductively
define �i to be the composite

Ci D C � Ci�1
idC ��i�1 // C � C �

�! C

Thus �i.A1;A2;A3; : : : ;Ai/DA1�.A2�.A3�.� � ��.Ai�1�Ai/ � � � /// and

(�) �aCb. xA; xB/D �aC1. xA; �b. xB//

for any objects xA 2 Ca , xB 2 Cb .

Now let xB 2 Cb and xC 2 Cc . We define the associativity ˛0;b;c
xB; xC

inductively on b . We
assume c > 0, since ˛0;b;0 is required by definition to be the identity. For b D 1, we
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also require ˛0;1;c to be the identity. So suppose b > 1 and xB D .B1; xB
0/. Then we

define ˛0;b;c to be the composite

�cC1.�b. xB/; xC /D �2.�b. xB/; �c. xC //D .B1��b�1. xB
0//��c. xC /

�B1;�b�1.
xB0/;�c. xC / // B1�.�b�1. xB

0/��c. xC //

followed by the composite

B1�.�b�1. xB
0/��c. xC //D B1��2.�b�1. xB

0/; �c. xC //D B1��cC1.�b�1. xB
0/; xC /

idB1
�˛

0;b�1;c
xB0; xC // B1��bCc�1. xB

0; xC /D �bCc. xB; xC /:

This completes the inductive definition of ˛0;b;c
xB; xC

. We then define ˛a;b;c
xA; xB; xC

to be the
composite

�aCcC1. xA; �b. xB/; xC /D �aC1. xA; �cC1.�b. xB/; xC //

�aC1.id xA;˛
0;b;c

�b.
xB/; xC

/

// �aC1. xA; �bCc. xB; xC //D �aCbCc. xA; xB; xC /:

Note that this implies that ˛a;b;c
xA; xB; xC

is the identity if c D 0, and that

(��) ˛
a1Ca2;b;c

. xA1; xA2/; xB; xC
D �a1C1.idA1

; ˛
a2;b;c
xA2; xB; xC

/:

Conditions (1), (2), (i)–(iv) for an A1–monoidal category are either true by construction
or follow by a straight forward induction argument using the hypotheses that 0 is a
strict unit for � and that �A;B;C is the identity whenever one of A, B or C is 0.

By (��) the verification of condition (v) reduces to the special case of the diagram

�cCeC2.�b. xB/; xC ; �d . xD/; xE/

˛
cC1;d;e

.�b.
xB/; xC /; xD; xE

��

˛
0;b;cCeC1
xB;. xC ;�d .

xD/; xE/
// �bCcCeC1. xB; xC ; �d . xD/; xE/

˛
cC1;d;e

. xB; xC /; xD; xE
��

�cCdCeC1.�b. xB/; xC ; xD; xE/
˛

0;b;cCdCe
xB;. xC ; xD; xE/ // �bCcCdCe. xB; xC ; xD; xE/

since the general diagram for (v) can be obtained from this one by applying the functor
�aC1. xA;�/ to it. By (�) and (��), this diagram in turn is the same as the diagram

�2.�b. xB/; �cCeC1. xC ; �d . xD/; xE//

�2.id�b.
xB/;˛

c;d;e
xC ; xD; xE

/

��

˛
0;b;1
xB;�cCeC1.

xC ;�d .
xD/; xE/
// �bC1. xB; �cCeC1. xC ; �d . xD/; xE//

�bC1.id xB;˛
c;d;e
xC ; xD; xE

/

��
�2.�b. xB/; �cCdCe. xC ; xD; xE//

˛
0;b;1
xB;�cCdCe.

xC ; xD; xE/
// �bC1. xB; �cCdCe. xC ; xD; xE//
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This last diagram in turn commutes because

˛
0;b;1
xB;X
W �2.�b. xB/;X / �! �bC1. xB;X /

is a natural transformation.

By similar reasoning, the verification of condition (vi) reduces to the special case of
the diagram

�eC1.�bCdC1. xB; �c. xC /; xD/; xE/
�eC1.˛

b;c;d
xB; xC ; xD

;id xE/
//

˛
0;bCdC1;e

. xB;�c. xC /; xD/; xE��

�eC1.�bCcCd . xB; xC ; xD/; xE/

˛
0;bCcCd;e

. xB; xC ; xD/; xE
��

�bCdCeC1. xB; �c. xC /; xD; xE/
˛

b;c;dCe
xB; xC ;. xD; xE/ // �bCcCdCe. xB; xC ; xD; xE/:

By (�) it follows that this diagram is unchanged if we replace E throughout by �e.E/.
Hence we may as well suppose that e D 1 and xE DE is an object of C . Then by the
inductive definition of ˛0;i;j and (��), we can factor the diagram as follows:

.B1��bCd . xB
0; �c. xC /; xD//�E

.idB1
�˛

b�1;c;d
xB0; xC ; xD

/� idE

//

�B1;�bCd .
xB0;�c. xC /; xD/;E

��

.B1��bCcCd�1. xB
0; xC ; xD//�E

�B1;�bCcCd�1.
xB0; xC ; xD/;E

��
B1�.�bCd . xB

0; �c. xC /; xD/�E/
idB1

�.˛
b�1;c;d
xB0; xC ; xD

� idE/
//

idB1
�˛

0;bCd;1

. xB0;�c. xC /; xD/; xE

��

B1�.�bCcCd�1. xB
0; xC ; xD/�E/

idB1
�˛

0;bCcCd�1;1

. xB; xC ; xD/;E

��
B1��bCdC1. xB

0; �c. xC /; xD;E/
idB1

�˛
b�1;c;dC1
xB; xC ;. xD;E/ // B1��bCcCd . xB

0; xC ; xD;E/

The upper square commutes by naturality of �. The commutativity of the lower square
corresponds to a reduction of the problem from b to b�1. Recursing on this reduction
we reduce to the case b D 0, ie showing that the diagram

�dC1.�c. xC /; xD/�E
˛

0;c;d
xC ; xD

� idE

//

˛
0;dC1;1

.�c. xC /; xD/;E��

�cCd . xC ; xD/�E

˛
0;cCd;1

. xC ; xD/;E
��

�dC2.�c. xC /; xD;E/
˛

0;c;dC1
xC ;. xD;E/ // �cCdC1. xC ; xD;E/

commutes. By (�) and the inductive definition of ˛0;i;j this diagram can be replaced
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and expanded into the following diagram:

�2.�c. xC /; �d . xD//�E

˛
0;c;1
xC ;�d .

xD/
� idE

//

˛
0;2;1

.�c. xC /;�d .
xD//;E

��

�cC1. xC ; �d . xD//�E

˛
0;cC1;1

. xC ;�d .
xD//;E

��
�3.�c. xC /; �d . xD/;E/

˛
0;c;2
xC ;.�d .

xD/;E/
//

�2.id�c. xC /
;˛

0;d;1
xD;E

/

��

�cC2. xC ; �d . xD/;E/

�cC1.id xC ;˛
0;d;1
xD;E

/

��
�2.�c. xC /; �dC1. xD;E//

˛
0;c;1
xC ;�dC1.

xD;E/
// �cC1. xC ; �dC1. xD;E//

The lower square commutes by naturality of ˛ . So it suffices to show the upper square
commutes. This is just the previous diagram with xD replaced by �d . xD/. Thus we
have reduced to the case d D 1. We will find it convenient to display this diagram in
reflected form:

�2.�c. xC /;D/�E

˛
0;c;1
xC ;D

� idE

��

˛
0;2;1

.�c. xC /;D/;E // �3.�c. xC /;D;E/

˛
0;c;2
xC ;.D;E/
��

�cC1. xC ;D/�E
˛

0;cC1;1

. xC ;D/;E // �cC2. xC ;D;E/

We have to show this diagram commutes, where D and E are objects of C and xC is
an object of Cc .

This diagram commutes trivially if c � 1. So assume c > 1 and xC D .C1; xC
0/. Again

using (�) and the inductive definition of ˛0;i;j , we can expand this diagram into:

�2.�2.C1; �c�1. xC
0//;D/�E

˛
0;2;1

�2.C1;�c�1.
xC 0//;D

� idE

��

˛
0;2;1

.�2.C1;�c�1.
xC 0/;D/;E
// �3.�2.C1; �c�1. xC

0//;D;E/

˛
0;2;2

.C1;�c�1.
xC 0//;.D;E/

��
�3.C1; �c�1. xC

0/;D/�E

˛
0;3;1

.C1;�c�1.
xC 0/;D/;E

// �4.C1; �c�1. xC
0/;D;E/

�2.C1; �2.�c�1. xC
0/;D//�E

�2.idC1
;˛

0;1;1

�c�1.
xC 0/;D

/� idE

��

�2.C1; �3.�c�1. xC
0/;D;E//

�2.idC1
;˛

0;1;2

�c�1.
xC 0/;.D;E/

/

��
�2.C1; �c. xC

0;D//�E �2.C1; �cC1. xC
0;D;E//

�cC1. xC ;D/�E
˛

0;cC1;1

. xC ;D/;E // �cC2. xC ;D;E/
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The top square in this diagram is the original diagram with xC replaced by .C1;�c�1. xC
0//,

thus reducing it to the case cD 2. This top square can be expanded into the pentagonal
diagram of the hypothesis of the theorem and thus commutes. It remains to show that
the bottom square commutes.

After rewriting the bottom square in reflected form and applying the inductive definition
of ˛0;i;j we obtain the following expanded diagram:

.C1�.�c�1. xC
0/�D//�E

.idC1
�˛

0;1;1

�c�1.
xC 0/;D

/� idE

//

�C1;�c�1.
xC 0/�D;E

��

.C1��c. xC
0;D//�E

�C1;�c. xC 0;D/;E

��
C1�..�c�1. xC

0/�D/�E/

idC1
�.˛

0;1;1

�c�1.
xC 0/;D

� idE/
//

idC1
�˛

0;2;1

.�c�1.
xC 0/;D/;E

��

C1�.�c. xC
0;D/�E/

idC1
�˛

0;c;1

. xC 0;D/;E

��
C1��3.�c�1. xC

0/;D;E/
idC1

�˛
0;c�1;2
xC 0;.D;E/ // C1��cC1. xC

0;D;E/

The top square commutes by naturality of � and the bottom square by induction
hypothesis.

This completes the verification that we have constructed an A1–monoidal structure
on C .

To obtain the full version of LaPlaza’s coherence theorem, we start with an operadic
reformulation of Theorem 3.3.

Definition 3.4 The LaPlaza operad LD fLmgm�0 is the operad in CAT which acts
on directed monoidal categories as in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. Specifically Lm

can be described as a full subcategory of the free directed monoidal category on m

generating objects fx1;x2; : : : ;xmg, whose objects look like x1�x2� : : :�xm after
removing all parentheses. Thus L0 D f0g, L1 D fx1g, and for m � 2 the objects
of Lm are in bijective correspondence with planar binary trees with m input edges.

Remark 3.5 L2 is the trivial poset fx1�x2g, L3 is the poset

�x1;x2;x3
W .x1�x2/�x3 �! x1�.x2�x3/;
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isomorphic to I , while L4 is the pentagonal poset generated by the labelled arrows
shown below.

.x1�x2/�.x3�x4/
�x1;x2;x3�x4

**
..x1�x2/�x3/�x4

�x1�x2;x3;x4

44

�x1;x2;x3
� idx4

��

//

,,

x1�.x2�.x3�x4//

.x1�.x2�x3//�x4 �x1;x2�x3;x4

//

22

x1�..x2�x3/�x4/

idx1
��x2;x3;x4

OO

LaPlaza’s coherence theorem states that Lm is a poset for all m.

Remark 3.6 LaPlaza works with natural transformations �A;B;C W A�.B�C / �!

.A�B/�C . Moreover, he does not consider units. So, if L� � L is the suboperad
obtained from L by dropping the unit, the operad L� is dual to LaPlaza’s original
one. Note also that Lm D L�m for m� 1. Our poset Lm , m� 3 is precisely the poset
considered by Tamari [16], and is now commonly called the Tamari lattice [17].

With this notation, we can reformulate Theorem 3.3 as follows.

Theorem 3.7 There is a map of CAT –operads

ƒW K �! L

which is a surjection.

The existence of ƒ is clear from the statement of Theorem 3.3. Surjectivity follows
from the proof of Theorem 3.3, where it is shown that

.x1x2/x3 �! x1x2x3

maps via ƒ to
�x1;x2;x3

W .x1�x2/�x3 �! x1�.x2�x3/;

and the fact that �x1;x2;x3
generates L as a CAT –operad.

LaPlaza’s coherence theorem is not immediately apparent from Theorem 3.7, since
a quotient category of a poset need not be a poset. We need the following additional
observation.

Lemma 3.8 For any object T 2Lm , the inverse image under ƒ of the subcategory fT g
is a subposet of Km containing both a minimal and a maximal object.
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Proof For mD 0; 1; 2, the functor ƒ is an isomorphism and there is nothing to prove.
For m � 3, we may regard T as a planar binary tree. Clearly the minimal object
of ƒ�1fT g is T regarded as an object of Km . The maximal object of ƒ�1fT g is
obtained from T by successively shrinking the rightmost incoming edge to every node
of T , with the exception of those edges which are leaves, till the rightmost edge of
each node is a leaf.

Example 3.9 The inverse images in Lemma 3.8 for ƒW K4 �! L4 are as follows:

ƒ�1
f..x1�x2/�x3/�x4gD

�
..x1x2/x3/x4D

�
�
�

�
;

ƒ�1
f.x1�x2/�.x3�x4/gD

(
.x1x2/.x3x4/D

� �

�

- .x1x2/x3x4D
�

�

)
;

ƒ�1
f.x1�.x2�x3//�x4gD

(
.x1.x2x3//x4D

�
�
�

- .x1x2x3/x4D �
�

)
;

ƒ�1
fx1�..x2�x3/�x4/gD

(
x1..x2x3/x4/D

�
�
�

- x1.x2x3/x4D
�

�

)
;

ƒ�1
fx1�.x2�.x3�x4//g

D

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
:̂

x1.x2.x3x4//

D
�
�
�

-�
��

�*
x1.x2x3x4/D �

�

HHH
Hj
x1x2.x3x4/D

�

�

HHH
Hj

��
��*

x1x2x3x4 D
�

9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>;
Corollary 3.10 (LaPlaza Coherence Theorem) For all m, the category Lm is a poset
(known as the Tamari lattice for m� 3).

Proof Let

S
f //
g

// T

be morphisms in Lm . Since ƒ is surjective, we may find preimages

f 0W S 0 �! T 0; g0W S 00 �! T 00
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under ƒ of f and g respectively. Now let S 000 be the minimal element of ƒ�1fSg

and let T 000 be the maximal element of ƒ�1fT g. Then since Km is a poset, we have a
commutative diagram

S 0
f 0 // T 0

""
S 000

==

!!

T 000:

S 00
g0 // T 00

<<

Applying ƒ to this diagram and noting that ƒ sends the unlabelled arrows to identities,
we obtain f D g .

We will now give an explicit description of the posets Lm for m� 4. Similar consid-
erations apply to Km and give an alternative description of those posets.

Definition 3.11 Let O be a CAT –operad with a single nullary operation O0 D f0g

(such as K or L). Suppose m� 4 and let fa< b < cg � f1; 2; 3; : : : ;mg. We define
the functor �a;b;c W Om �!O3 to be the composite

Om �!Om �

mY
iD1

Oki
�!O3:

Here ki D 0 if i 62 fa; b; cg, ka D kb D kc D 1, the first map takes � 2 Om to
.cI �1; �2; : : : ; �m/, where �aD �b D �c D id 2O1 with all other �i D 0 2O0 , and the
second map is composition in O .

Proposition 3.12 There is a commutative diagram

Km
� � f�a;b;cg //

ƒ

��

Q
f1�a<b<c�mg K3Q

ƒ

��
Lm

� � f�a;b;cg //
Q
f1�a<b<c�mg L3

Š //
Q
f1�a<b<c�mg I;

with the horizontal arrows being full imbeddings of posets.

The proof is straight forward and left as an exercise for the reader.
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4 Rectification of A1–monoidal categories

It is well known that a monoidal category is equivalent to a strictly monoidal category;
cf [9, pages 257–259]. (Recall that a monoidal category is strict if the associativity
natural transformations �A;B;C of Theorem 3.3 are the identities.) We establish an
analogous result for A1–monoidal categories.

We first need a preliminary construction.

Definition 4.1 For k � 2 we define the poset yKk to have as objects combinatorial
trees as defined in [8, Appendix E] with k input edges. All nodes except the root node,
ie the node at the output of the tree, are required to have more than one incoming edge.
The root node may have zero, one, or more incoming edges. We define T < T 0 if T 0

can be obtained from T by shrinking some internal edges. We define yK1 to consist of
the single tree:

�

and yK0 to consist of the single tree:
�

Example 4.2 The tree

�
�

is allowed in yK2 , while

�
�

is not allowed.

The collection yKD fyKkgk�0 is a right module over the associahedral operad, that is
there are maps of posets

yKm �

mY
iD1

Kki
�! yKk1Ck2C���Ckm

satisfying the usual associativity and unit conditions. This right action is defined in
exactly the same way as we defined the operad structure on K, with the single exception
that when we compose with 02K0 , we never delete the root node. Moreover, yK is also
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a left module over Ass, the trivial operad parametrizing strictly monoidal structures.
The left action

Ass.m/�
mY

iD1

yKki
Š

mY
iD1

yKki
�! yKk1Ck2C���Ckm

is given by: 
Ti1 Ti2 � � � Tiki

�

!m

iD1

7!

T11 � � � T1k1
� � � Tm1 � � � Tmkm

�

It is clear that the left and right actions commute with each other, so yK is an Ass–K–
bimodule.

Theorem 4.3 There is a functorial construction C 7!MC together with functors
I W C �!MC and EWMC �! C which associates to each A1–monoidal category C
a strictly monoidal category MC such that

(1) the induced maps by I and E on the nerves of the categories are mutually
inverse homotopy equivalences,

(2) the functor I induces a lax homomorphism of A1–spaces in the sense of [2],

(3) if C is strictly monoidal then E is a strictly monoidal functor.

Proof Let

MC D yK˝K C D
�a

k�0

yKk � Ck

�.
�

where the equivalence relation is given by�
T ı .S1;S2; : : : ;Sm/; . xA1; xA2; : : : ; xAm/

�
�
�
T;S1. xA1/;S2. xA2/; : : : ;Sm. xAm/

�
;

where T 2 yKm , Si 2 Kki
, xAi 2 Cki , for i D 1; 2; : : : ;m. The left action of Ass on yK

then induces a strict monoidal structure on MC .

There are functors I W K �! yK and EW yK �! K. The functor I takes a tree S 2 K to
the tree:

S

�

The functor E takes a tree in yKk , deletes the root vertex if it has only one or no
incoming edges, and regards it as a tree in K. The composite EI is the identity
of K. There is a natural transformation from the composite IE to the identity of yK,
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given by shrinking the edge above the root vertex. The functors I , E and this natural
transformation are compatible with the right actions of K on yK and on itself. Hence
there are induced functors

I W C �!MC; EWMC �! C

such that EI is the identity of C and we have an induced natural transformation from
IE to the identity of MC . It follows that the maps induced by I and E on the nerves
of these categories are mutually inverse equivalences.

Moreover the nerve of MC is homeomorphic to the topological construction described
in [2, Theorem 1.26] applied to the nerve of C . There it is shown that the map induced
by I is a lax homomorphism of A1–spaces. The fact that E is strictly monoidal,
when C is strictly monoidal, is straight forward.
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